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ABSTRACT
Debris disks are classically considered to be gas-less systems, but recent (sub)millimeter observations have
detected tens of those with rich gas content. The origin of the gas component remains unclear; namely, it can be
protoplanetary remnants and/or secondary products deriving from large bodies. In order to be protoplanetary in
origin, the gas component of the parental protoplanetary disk is required to survive for& 10Myr. However, pre-
vious models predict. 10Myr lifetimes because of efficient photoevaporation at the late stage of disk evolution.
In the present study, we investigate photoevaporation of gas-rich, optically-thin disks around intermediate-mass
stars at a late stage of the disk evolution. The evolved system is modeled as those where radiation force is suf-
ficiently strong to continuously blow out small grains (. 4µm), which are an essential component for driving
photoevaporation via photoelectric heating induced by stellar far-ultraviolet (FUV). We find that the grain de-
pletion reduces photoelectric heating, so that FUV photoevaporation is not excited. Extreme-ultraviolet (EUV)
photoevaporation is dominant and yields a mass-loss rate of the order of 2–5×10−10(ΦEUV/1041 s−1)1/2 M yr−1,
where ΦEUV is the EUV emission rate of the host star. The estimated lifetimes of the gas component are
∼ 50(Mdisk/10−2 M)(ΦEUV/1041 s−1)1/2 Myr and depend on the “initial” disk mass at the point small grains
have been depleted in the system. With an order estimation, we show that the gas component can survive for a
much longer time around A-type stars than lower-mass (F-, G-, K-type) stars. This trend is consistent with the
higher frequency of gas-rich debris disks around A-type stars, implying the possibility of the gas component
being protoplanetary remnants.
1. INTRODUCTION
A protostar-disk system forms through gravitational col-
lapse of the clouds, and it evolves to a planetary system at the
end. The initially small interstellar grains, whose sizes are
typically 0.005µm . a . 0.1µm, collect to grow and form
larger solid bodies, such as meteoroids, asteroids, planetesi-
mals, planetary cores, etc., within the disks. Observationally,
small grains are traced by infrared (IR) and (sub)millimeter
emission from young systems. Near-, mid-, and far-IR ob-
servations have shown that excessive IR emission from (hot)
dust systematically decreases with stellar age and disappears
on a timescale of . 10Myr (e.g., Haisch et al. 2001; Meyer
et al. 2007; Hernández et al. 2007; Mamajek 2009; Ribas
et al. 2014, 2015), which gives a typical protoplanetary disk
(PPD) lifetime. Similarly, mass accretion rates onto the host
stars have been observed to decrease with stellar age and drop
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below observable levels within ∼ 10Myr (e.g., Calvet et al.
2005; Fedele et al. 2010; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2010). The
observations give an estimate for the dispersal timescale of
the (inner) gas component of PPDs.
Some young systems show lack of near-IR excess emis-
sion while exhibit mid-/far-IR excess emission comparable
to (or higher than) classical PPDs (e.g., Skrutskie et al. 1990;
Muzerolle et al. 2010). These objects, which are termed
“transitional” disks, are associated with circumstellar disks
with large cavities at ∼ 10–100au (McCabe et al. 2006;
Najita et al. 2007; Salyk et al. 2009; Sicilia-Aguilar et al.
2010; Muzerolle et al. 2010; Andrews et al. 2011; Espail-
lat et al. 2011; Keane et al. 2014). The fraction of transi-
tional disks to the total population increases with age from a
few percent at ∼ 1–2Myr to ∼ 10–20% at & 3Myr (Muze-
rolle et al. 2010). Therefore, transitional disks are consid-
ered to be evolved objects where the inner materials have
been dispersed. The small frequency of transitional disks
implies a relatively short timescale of the transitional phase
(∼ 0.1Myr; Skrutskie et al. 1990; Muzerolle et al. 2010).
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After the disk dispersal on a timescale of ∼ 10Myr, the
system enters the debris phase where the ratio of the IR-
excess luminosity to the total luminosity is . 10−2 (La-
grange et al. 2000; Wyatt et al. 2015), i.e., it has turned into
an optically-thin object to the stellar radiation. Total dust
mass measured with submillimeter observations is typically
. 1M⊕ for debris disks, while PPDs have > 1M⊕ (Wyatt
2008). The excessive infrared emission is observable over a
longer time than the dispersal time of PPDs. Old debris disks
( 10Myr) are therefore considered to sustain an amount
of small grains observable in both scattered light and ther-
mal emission by grinding larger solids by collisions. Classi-
cally, debris disks were classified as the post-protoplanetary
systems devoid of gas, but recent observations have detected
tens of those with rich gas content especially for . 50Myr-
old systems (e.g., Kóspál et al. 2013; Dent et al. 2014; White
et al. 2016; Matrà et al. 2017; Hughes et al. 2017; Marshall
et al. 2017; Higuchi et al. 2017; Hughes et al. 2018; Higuchi
et al. 2019a,b). The origin of the gas component has been un-
clear, yet it is possible to be both of protoplanetary remnants
and secondary products.
As for theoretical disk dispersal processes, viscous accre-
tion (e.g., Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Lynden-Bell & Pringle
1974), magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) winds (e.g., Suzuki
& Inutsuka 2009; Bai & Stone 2013a,b), and photoevapora-
tion (e.g., Shu et al. 1994; Hollenbach et al. 1994) have major
effects on the evolution to transitional/debris disks. Mass loss
due to the individual process as well as the interplay between
them have been studied with detailed modeling in the liter-
ature recently (e.g., Bai 2013; Bai & Stone 2013b; Gressel
et al. 2015; Simon et al. 2013b,a, 2015; Bai 2016; Bai et al.
2016; Wang et al. 2018; Gressel et al. 2020). Kunitomo et al.
(2020) follow secular disk evolution with 1D hydrodynamics
simulations incorporating all of these processes. They show
that the dominant dispersal process is MHD winds while the
surface density is high, and it is replaced by photoevaporation
at a later stage when the disk mass decreases to∼ 0.01M at
an age of∼ 1Myr. Photoevaporation is likely a major disper-
sal process for the gas component at later stages of the disk
evolution including transitional/young debris phases.
Photoevaporation is driven by stellar far-ultraviolet (FUV;
6eV . hν ≤ 13.6eV; e.g., Yorke & Welz 1996; Richling
& Yorke 1997; Gorti et al. 2009; Wang & Goodman 2017;
Nakatani et al. 2018a,b), extreme-ultraviolet (EUV; 13.6 ≤
hν . 100eV; e.g., Hollenbach et al. 1994; Font et al. 2004;
Alexander et al. 2004), and X-ray (hν & 100eV; e.g., Er-
colano et al. 2008, 2009; Owen et al. 2010, 2011, 2012).
FUV and X-ray generally attenuate at a larger column density
(∼ 1021 cm−2, assuming the interstellar composition) com-
pared to EUV (∼ 1019–1020 cm−2). It indicates that FUV and
X-ray can heat the deep, high-density interior of PPDs. Con-
sequently, FUV- and X-ray-driven photoevaporation yield
mass-loss rates of M˙∼ 10−8 M yr−1 for solar-type stars (e.g.,
Gorti & Hollenbach 2009; Owen et al. 2010), which is or-
ders of magnitude larger than EUV photoevaporation rates
(∼ 10−10 M yr−1; e.g., Hollenbach et al. 1994; Alexander
et al. 2014, for a review).
Mass-loss rates of M˙ ∼ 10−8 M are so high that the gas
component of PPDs entirely disperse on a timescale of .
1Myr. In this case, photoevaporation models are incompat-
ible with the scenario of gas-rich debris being protoplane-
tary remnants. However, since small grains are an essential
component for the thermochemical structure of the disk, pho-
toevaporation rates can vary with the grain growth and disk
evolution. Gorti et al. (2015) investigate the impact of dust
growth on FUV photoevaporation with 1D two-component
simulations. It is shown that increasing the average grain
size results in reducing FUV photoevaporation rates because
of less efficient photoelectric heating.
In optically-thin disks around luminous sources, grains are
continuously subject to strong radiation forces. Since small
grains have a large opacity, they are preferentially suscepti-
ble to the effects of the radiation force. This effect works
to sustain a large average size of grains despite collisional
shuttering of large bodies in the disk. Thus, if gas disk is
present in such optically-thin disks, the mass-loss rates are
expected significantly smaller than those of primordial PPDs.
The dispersal timescale would be extended to much longer
than ∼ 1Myr in this case. However, it has been unclear to
what extent the gas dispersal timescale can be extended quan-
titatively.
In this study, we investigate photoevaporation of gas-
rich, optically-thin disks around A-type stars with two-
dimensional (2D) axisymmetric radiation hydrodynamics
simulations. Small grains are assumed to be continuously re-
moved from the disk by the strong radiation force (Owen &
Kollmeier 2019). The main purpose of this study is to quan-
tify the extension of the gas dispersal timescale by the effects
of radiation force for gas-rich, optically-thin disks around
intermediate-mass stars. We compare the derived dispersal
timescale with the system ages of gas-rich debris disks to ex-
amine if a photoevaporation model can be compatible with
the protoplanetary-origin scenario. This paper is organized
as follows. In §2, we present the methods of our radiation
hydrodynamics simulations. The results are shown in §3, and
we give discussions in §4. Summary and conclusion are pre-
sented in §5.
2. MODELING EVOLVED DISKS
We perform radiation hydrodynamics simulations of gas-
rich, optically-thin (at visual wavelengths), aged disks irra-
diated by the stellar FUV, EUV, and X-ray, assuming that
small grains are continuously depleted by the effect of radia-
tion forces despite collisional shuttering of large bodies at the
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midplane. We define such an optically-thin disk as “evolved
disk”. We consider an A-type star for the central radiation
source in our fiducial model. We also consider the cases
where the central source is a solar-type pre-main-sequence
star in §3.4 for comparison. We note that our interest is in
the dispersal timescale of the given evolved objects, while it
is out of scope in this paper when PPDs become optically
thin.
We use a modified version of the publicly available hydro-
dynamics simulation code, PLUTO (Mignone et al. 2007),
where we have implemented a variety of physics such
as UV/X-ray photoheating, photochemical reactions, and
multispecies chemical network (Nakatani et al. 2018a,b).
Our methods largely follow Nakatani et al. (2018a) and
Nakatani et al. (2018b) (hereafter Papers I and II, respec-
tively) while the thermochemistry model is suitably updated
for the evolved disks. In this section, we describe the updates
with a brief review of our methods in Papers I and II.
2.1. Initial Configuration of Disks
We consider an axisymmetric and midplane symmetric
stratified disk surrounding a central star with a mass of M∗.
The disk is initially isothermal in the vertical direction and is
in hydrostatic equilibrium on the poloidal plane. The density
distribution of the hydrostatic disk is derived as
nH = nm(R)exp
[
−
z2
2H2
]
, (1)
where (R,z) are the radial distance and the vertical height in
cylindrical coordinates, respectively; nH is number density
of hydrogen nuclei; nm(R) is that at the midplane (i.e., the
boundary condition at z = 0); and H is the pressure scale
height defined as the ratio of the local, isothermal sound
speed cs to the orbital frequency Ω≡
√
GM∗/R3, where M∗
is the stellar mass. The initial isothermal sound speed is as-
sumed to depend only on R. The corresponding surface den-
sity is obtained by integrating Eq.(1) with respect to z,
Σ(R) =
√
2piHρm(R), (2)
where ρm is mass density on the midplane and relates to nm
in terms of mean gas particle mass per hydrogen nucleus, m,
as ρm = mnm.
We give the initial radial profiles of surface density and
temperature as
Σ = Σ0
(
R
R0
)−1
(3)
T = T0
(
R
R0
)−1/2
, (4)
respectively, where R0 is a scale radius, Σ0 and T0 are refer-
ence values at R0. For the scale radius R0, we use the grav-
itational radius of EUV-driven flows, whose sound speed is
typically 10kms−1,
Rg ≡ GM∗(
10kms−1
)2 ≈ 8.9au( M∗M
)
. (5)
The total disk mass is
Mdisk =
∫ Rmax
Rmin
2piRΣdR = 2piR0(Rmax −Rmin)Σ0. (6)
with an inner truncated radius Rmin and an outer radial ex-
tent Rmax. The disk mass is a given parameter, and thus
the surface density is set to Σ ≈ Mdisk/(2piRmaxR). In the
present study, an evolved PPD is assumed to be at ages of
& 3–6Myr. Such disks can be truncated at several tens of
au (Suzuki et al. 2016; Kunitomo et al. 2020), and thus we
use Rmin = 25au in our fiducial model. We also run simu-
lations with non-truncated (full) disks for comparison. The
outer radius is set to Rmax = 20Rg. Old PPDs likely retain
an amount of gas with ∼ 10−2–10−1 M even at ∼ 10Myr
regardless of continued mass loss via accretion, photoevap-
oration, and magnetic-driven winds (Kunitomo et al. 2020).
Such high disk mass has also been observationally suggested
for aged disks (∼ 6Myr) around Herbig Ae/Be stars (Panic´
et al. 2008; Fedele et al. 2017; Booth et al. 2019; Miley
et al. 2019). In our model, the initial disk mass ranges in
Mdisk ≈ 10−3–10−2 M. The scale temperature is set to be
T0 = 34K, which yields T ≈ 100K at 1au (e.g., Kenyon &
Hartmann 1987). As will be shown in §3, resulting mass-loss
rates are primarily set by the EUV emission rate of the star
and hardly depend on the disk mass or geometry. Therefore,
the results of our simulations are not sensitive to T0.
2.2. Stellar Properties and Disk Medium
The central star is a young A-type star with M∗ = 2M and
R∗ = 1.9R in our fiducial model. Since we consider an aged
system, we assume that the UV radiation originates mostly
from photospheric emission rather than driven by magnetic
activity or accretion. In this study, we use two UV lumi-
nosity models; (i) the UV spectrum is given by the black-
body radiation with an effective temperature of ≈ 9000K.
The corresponding FUV luminosity and EUV emission rate
are LFUV = 3× 1033 ergs−1 and ΦEUV = 5× 1040 s−1, respec-
tively. (ii) We take into account the stellar atmosphere’s
absorption, which can reduce ΦEUV by orders of magni-
tude (e.g., Spitzer 1968). We use LFUV and ΦEUV derived
from the model spectrum of a ≈ 104 K star (Husser et al.
2013; Fossati et al. 2018). The corresponding FUV lumi-
nosity and EUV emission rate are LFUV = 6.7× 1033 ergs−1
and ΦEUV = 4.4×1038 s−1. Hereafter, we refer to the models
of (i) and (ii) as strong- and weak-EUV models, respectively
(cf. Table 1). Note that EUV emission rates are very poorly
known for young stars, and therefore it is essential to treat it
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Table 1. Parameters for fiducial models
Strong-EUV model Weak-EUV model
[Stellar parameters]
Spectral type A-type
Mass (M∗) 2M
Radius (R∗) 1.88R
Bolometric luminosity (L∗) 19L
FUV luminosity (LFUV) 3.0×1033 erg s−1 6.7×1033 erg s−1
EUV emission rate (ΦEUV) 5.3×1040 s−1 4.4×1038 s−1
X-ray luminosity (LX) 1×1029 ergs−1
[Disk parameters]
Configuration Truncated at Rmin = 25au or Full
Outer extent (Rmax) 20Rg
Disk mass (Mdisk) 10−3–10−2 M
[Gas/dust properties]
Gas species H, H+, H2, H2+, CO, O, C+, e–
Carbon abundance (yC) 0.927×10−4
Oxygen abundance (yO) 3.568×10−4
Dust-to-gas mass ratio 0.01
Min. grain size (amax) 4µm
Max. grain size (amin) 1cm–100km
as a parameter. In the present study, we use the EUV emis-
sion rate of the strong-EUV model as an approximate high-
end of ΦEUV for young A-type stars. The EUV emission rate
is sensitive to the photospheric temperature, and it can be
even as low as ΦEUV ∼ 1034 s−1 for a 2M star (Kunitomo
et al. in prep). As for X-ray luminosity, since A-type stars
are lack of convective zones, it is typically weak compared to
young low-mass stars (Schröder & Schmitt 2007). We adopt
LX = 1× 1029 ergs−1. In §3.4, we also consider a pre-main-
sequence solar-type star for the central radiation source to
compare the results with those of the A-type star model.
The disk medium consists of dust and gas with a dust-to-
gas-mass ratio of 0.01. The gas includes H, H+, H2, O, C+,
CO, and e– as chemical components. The gas-phase elemen-
tal abundances of carbon and oxygen are yC = 0.927× 10−4
and yO = 3.568× 10−4, respectively (Pollack et al. 1994;
Omukai 2000). The dust-to-gas mass ratio is spatially uni-
form and is fixed throughout our simulations. Such a com-
plete dynamical coupling between dust and gas might be
an unrealistic assumption for large grains that have smaller
Stokes numbers compared to the turbulent viscous α; these
grains would have settled onto the midplane in aged systems.
Nevertheless, this assumption of complete coupling between
gas and dust does not influence our conclusions owing to the
limited impacts of large grains on thermal structure of the
disk, as will be shown in Sections 3 and 4.
In contrast to Papers I and II where an ISM grain model is
adopted, we update the grain model suitably for an evolved
disk in this study. Grains are comprised by mixture of wa-
ter ice, silicate, and organics with a bulk density of ρb =
1.4gcm−3 (Kobayashi & Löhne 2014). We assume that small
grains are blown out from the evolved disks if the radiation
force is stronger than the gravity. The magnitude of the radi-
ation force with respect to the stellar gravity is measured by
β ≡ 3L∗Qpr
16picaρbGM∗
= 4.1
(
L∗
20L
)(
Qpr
1
)
×
(
ρb
1.4gcm−3
)−1( a
1µm
)−1( M∗
2M
)−1
,
(7)
where L∗ is the stellar luminosity, ρb is the bulk density of
grains, a is the grain size, c is the speed of light, and Qpr
is the transfer efficiency from radiation to momentum (e.g.,
Burns et al. 1979; Krivov et al. 2006). The condition (β > 1)
reduces to
amin,rem ≡ 4.1µm
(
L∗
20L
)(
Qpr
1
)
×
(
ρb
1.4gcm−3
)−1( M∗
2M
)−1
.
(8)
Hence, the minimum grain size amin is set to amin = amin,rem.
The fiducial stellar parameters yield amin,rem ≈ 4µm. Techni-
cally, collisional shuttering of large bodies plus turbulent dif-
fusion can resupply small grains a < amin,rem into the upper
layers of the evolved disk to increase the abundance of small
grains. Efficient collisions would make the evolved disks fail
to sustain a grain-depleted state. We discuss such possibility
in detail to validate our assumption on amin in §4.1. Also, we
provide Qpr and β as a function of grain size for A-type and
solar-type stars in §4.2.
We range the maximum grain size amax in 104µm≤ amax≤
1011µm as a model parameter. A power-law size distribution
is adopted with an exponent of −3.5. The adopted parameters
are summarized in Table 1.
2.3. Hydrodynamics
We perform simulations in 2D spherical polar coordinates
(r,θ). The code solves the temporal evolution of gas density
ρ, three dimensional velocity ~v = (vr, vθ, vφ), total gas energy
density, and chemical abundances {yi}. The basic equations
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are
∂ρ
∂t
+∇·ρ~v = 0, (9)
∂ρvr
∂t
+∇· (ρvr~v) = −∂P
∂r
−ρ
GM∗
r2
+ρ
v2θ + v2φ
r
, (10)
∂ρvθ
∂t
+∇· (ρvθ~v) = −1r ∂P∂θ −ρvθvrr + ρv2φr cotθ, (11)
∂ρvφ
∂t
+∇l · (ρvφ~v) = 0, (12)
∂E
∂t
+∇· (H~v) = −ρvr GM∗r2 +ρ(Γ−Λ) , (13)
and
∂nHyi
∂t
+∇· (nHyi~v) = nHRi. (14)
Here P denotes the gas pressure; E and H are the total gas
energy density and enthalpy density,
E =
1
2
ρv2 +
P
γ −1
H = E +P,
respectively, where γ is specific heat ratio; Γ is the total heat-
ing rate per unit mass (specific heating rate), and Λ is the
total cooling rate per unit mass (specific cooling rate); and
Ri is the total reaction rate for the corresponding chemical
species i (= H, H+, H2, H2+, CO, O, C+, e– ) . The azimuthal
component of Euler equation (Eq.(12)) is written in the an-
gular momentum conserving form (see Nakatani et al. 2018a,
for detail). The disk self-gravity is negligible in our simula-
tions. The sound crossing time is much shorter than the vis-
cous timescale in this study. Besides, mass loss is dominated
by photoevaporation for evolved disks. Therefore, we do not
incorporate viscous friction in the conservation equations for
energy and angular momentum. Further detailed information
are described in Papers I and II.
2.4. Thermochemistry
In Papers I and II, we have developed a multispecies chem-
ical network that includes relevant collisional reactions and
photochemical reactions such as H/H2 photoionization, H2
photodissociation (Draine & Bertoldi 1996), and CO pho-
todissociation (Lee et al. 1996; Nelson & Langer 1997; Rich-
ling & Yorke 2000). For photoheating processes, we im-
plement EUV- and X-ray-induced ionization heating (Mal-
oney et al. 1996; Wilms et al. 2000; Gorti & Hollenbach
2004) and grain photoelectric heating caused by FUV ab-
sorption (Bakes & Tielens 1994). We also incorporate cool-
ing sources: radiative recombination cooling of H II (Spitzer
1978), Lyα cooling of H I (Anninos et al. 1997), fine-
structure line cooling of O I and C II (Hollenbach & McKee
1989; Osterbrock 1989; Santoro & Shull 2006), molecular
rovibrational line cooling of H2 and CO (Galli & Palla 1998;
Omukai et al. 2010), and dust-gas collisional heat transfer
(Yorke & Welz 1996).
The UV and X-ray fluxes are computed in a frequency-
dependent manner with ray-tracing radiative transfer. We
consistently determine dust temperatures by solving 2D ra-
diative transfer for both of the direct stellar irradiation and
diffuse thermal emission of dust with a hybrid scheme
(Kuiper et al. 2010; Kuiper & Klessen 2013). Dust opacity is
consistently given according to the adopted dust properties.
Note that opacity is dominated by grains with a. 104µm.
In Papers I and II, we give the dust extinction factor for
FUV as exp(−CAV), where C(' 2-3) is a constant and AV is
the visual extinction. Since the dust model is lack of small
grains in this study, FUV extinction is approximately equal to
extinction at visual wavelengths. Therefore, we adopt C = 1.
The visual extinction relates to column density NH as
AV = ΣVNH,
where ΣV is visual extinction per hydrogen column den-
sity. ISM grains typically yield ΣV ≈ 5× 10−22 mag cm2
with amin ≈ 0.005µm and amax ≈ 0.1-1µm. The magni-
tude of ΣV is determined by the total surface area of grains
at wavelengths longer than grain size, and thus it can be ap-
proximately proportional to (aminamax)−1/2 with the assumed
power-law index for amax amin. In this study, we scale ΣV
with amin and amax as
ΣV = 5×10−22
(
amin
5nm
)−1/2( amax
1µm
)−1/2
mag cm2. (15)
This scaling of ΣV can overall give a good approximation to
actual values of visual extinction; the deviation is within a
factor of three. With the adopted amin and amax, ΣV ranges in
10−7 . (ΣV/5×10−22 mag cm2). 2×10−4.
Papers I and II use the photoelectric heating rate presented
by Bakes & Tielens (1994) (hereafter BT94), where car-
bonaceous grains are assumed with amin = 3× 10−4µm and
amax = 0.01µm. BT94 shows that small grains (. 15 Å) are
responsible for a half of the total heating rate. Weingartner &
Draine (2001) incorporate larger grains up to amax = 1µm and
also found that small grains dominate heating. Thus, modi-
fications are necessary to photoelectric heating rates for our
evolved disk model where small grains are absent. Photo-
electric yield generally decreases as the grain size increases,
and it reaches laboratory values of bulk solids for sufficiently
large-sized grains. Our large grain sizes would result in
a small photoelectric heating efficiency. Large grain sizes
also significantly reduces the total cross section of grains to
FUV photons depending on amin and amax. These two ef-
fects make the photoelectric heating rates smaller by orders
of magnitude compared to those for ISM grains. Photoelec-
tric heating is therefore presumably ineffective to heat the
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gas in evolved disks, as opposed to young disks that suppos-
edly have abundant small grains and polycyclic aromatic car-
bons (PAHs). Nevertheless, we incorporate it in our thermo-
chemistry model, employing an approximate modification to
the photoelectric heating rate of BT94 so that it is computed
consistently with Eq.(15) (see Appendix A for more detail).
More detailed modeling of photoelectric heating for evolved
disks is out of the scope in the present work. This issue will
be addressed in future work (Nakatani & Tazaki in prep).
As well as photoelectric heating, dust-gas collisional heat
transfer rates and grain-catalyzed H2 formation rates need to
be modified suitably for the evolved disk model in the present
study. We give specific dust-gas collisional heating/cooling
rates for the adopted dust size distribution (dnd/da ∝ a−3.5)
by
Λdust = −4pics k(T −Tdust)
nH
ρ
∫ amax
amin
a2
dnd
da
da
≈ −4pics k(T −Tdust)nH
ρ
ρdust
ρb
3
4pi
√
aminamax
,
(16)
where ρdust is dust density and ρdust = 0.01ρ in our model. We
use grain-catalyzed H2 formation rates scaled by grain sizes
in the same manner as ΣV in the chemical network.
2.5. Numerical Configuration
The computational domain extends as r = [0.1,20]× Rg
and θ = [0, pi/2]rad. We use a large outer radial extent
to avoid the spurious reflection of outflows at the boundary
(Nakatani et al. 2018a). The disk is axisymmetry around
the rotational axis (θ = 0) and is symmetric with respect
to the midplane (θ = pi/2). The computational domain is
logarithmically spaced with 128 cells in the radial direc-
tion. The meridional direction is divided into two domains
at θ = 1rad; each of them is uniformly spaced with 80 cells.
We use an approximately two-times higher spacial resolution
for 1 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2 than for 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2 to resolve the small
scale height of PPDs and the launching points of photoevap-
orative flows (so-called base).
3. RESULTS
Results of the radiation hydrodynamics simulations are
presented in this section. We describe the physical struc-
tures of photoevaporating evolved disks in §3.1. In §3.2,
measured photoevaporation rates are given and are compared
with those for primordial PPDs, where an ISM grain model
is assumed. We estimate lifetimes for the gas components of
evolved disks using the measured photoevaporation rates in
§3.3. We also run simulations with evolved disks around a
solar-type central star and compare the results with those of
the fiducial A-type star cases in §3.4.
3.1. Physical Structures
Figure 1 shows the physical structures of photoevaporat-
ing evolved disks in a quasi-steady state for the strong-EUV
model with amax = 1cm,10m,100km, which corresponds to
ΣV ≈ 10−25,10−27,10−29 mag cm2, respectively. Photoevapo-
rative flows are excited from the surfaces of the cold disks
(dark-colored regions in the temperature maps of Figure 1).
The flows have velocities of ∼ 10kms−1 and go outward af-
ter being excited at the base. The flow regions are fully
photoionized via H + γ −−−→ H+ + e– by the stellar EUV
(13.6eV ≤ hν . 100eV) to form an H+-dominated region
(so-called H II region). The typical temperature is of the or-
der of 103–104 K there. Density is ∼ 104–105 cm−3 at the
launching base of the photoevaporative flows and decreases
by the expansion with increasing distance from the disk sur-
face. Regarding the weak-EUV runs, density distributions
are largely similar to those in Figure 1 within the disks. We
observe partially ionized photoevaporative flows at a slow ve-
locity of < 10kms−1. The flow density and temperatures are
smaller by an order of magnitude and by a factor, respec-
tively, compared to the strong-EUV runs. These results show
that photoevaporative flows are excited by the stellar EUV
for the evolved disks, and a higher ΦEUV yield a more strong
photoevaporation and higher mass-loss rates (see also §3.2).
Figure 2 shows the vertical profiles of various physical
quantities at R = 30au for the strong-EUV runs with amax =
1cm and 100km. Thermalization of the ejected electrons due
to EUV photoionization results in the high temperatures of
the gas in the H II regions. The EUV heating largely bal-
ances with adiabatic cooling associated with the gas expan-
sion. This trend is common among the strong-EUV runs with
various amax. For the weak-EUV cases, the physical struc-
tures are the same as Figure 2 but the EUV heating rates are
two orders of magnitude smaller than the strong-EUV cases.
The EUV-heated region is still dominated by ionized hydro-
gen with an order of magnitude higher abundance of neutral
hydrogen compared to the strong-EUV case.
In the H- or H2-dominated (neutral) regions, either of FUV
or X-ray works as a dominant heating source. Thermalizing
electrons are ejected from solids in cases of FUV photoelec-
tric heating. The heating efficiency scales with the absorp-
tion cross-section. As amax increases, the total grain surface
area is effectively reduced. FUV photoelectric heating ac-
cordingly weakens as amax increases. On the other hand,
thermalizing electrons are mainly ejected from gas species in
cases of photoheating associated with X-ray ionization, and
therefore the heating rate does not depend on the grain sizes.
Consequently, the dominant heating source is FUV photo-
electric heating for amax . 1m, while it is replaced by X-
ray heating for amax & 10m. Temperatures reaches ∼ 100K
in either case, but it is not sufficiently high to drive pho-
toevaporation. The temperature affects the geometry of the
disks via the scale height. Since FUV attenuates at a larger
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the strong-EUV model with Mdisk = 10−3 M and amax = 1cm (left column),10m (middle column),100km (right column).
The top and bottom panels show the density and temperature structures, respectively. The cyan contours indicate nH = 103, 104, 105, 106, 107,
and 108 cm−3 in the top panels, and T = 10, 100, 1000, 104 K in the bottom panels. The arrows show poloidal velocity fields, and the colors
represent the magnitude. The systems have reached a quasi-steady state up to this point.
column (∼ Σ−1V ) than X-ray (∼ 1021 cm−2) in the evolved
disks, it can heat in a deeper interior of the disks than X-
ray. FUV heating is sufficiently strong to increase the scale
height for amax . 1m. It is evident in Figure 1 where the disk
has a relatively inflated structure compared to the cases with
amax = 10µm.
Dust-gas heat transfer is negligible compared to line cool-
ing of metals in the evolved disks, as opposed to young disks
where the total surface area of grains is orders of magni-
tude larger owing to abundant small grains (Nakatani et al.
2018a,b). Dust and gas thermally decouple in our simula-
tions. Regarding H2 abundance, the strong FUV radiation
almost completely photodissociates H2 in R. 50au. The ge-
ometrical aspect ratio of H2 disks is ≈ 0.1–0.15 in R& 50au
for amax = 1cm and. 0.05 for amax = 100km. A smaller total
surface area of grains makes H2 production less efficient. and
thus the total H2 mass is smaller with increasing amax.
To summarize, the effects of varying amax appear only in
the geometry of the disk through heating the gas by photo-
electric effects. The physical structures and trends described
above are common among all of the disk configurations (ei-
ther of a truncated or full disk; Mdisk = 10−3–10−2 M) con-
sidered in our model. A caveat is that our model does not
take into account independent motion between gas and large
grains. In practice, large dust can settle onto the midplane
within a short time compared to evolutionary timescales of
PPDs. Upper layers of evolved disks would be devoid of
grains by this effect regardless of turbulent diffusion. In this
case, photoelectric heating is even reduced in the upper lay-
ers. Therefore, we may have overestimated the temperatures
of upper layers. Nevertheless, large grains hardly contribute
to photoelectric heating, and thus incorporating spatially in-
homogeneous dust-to-gas mass ratio would not significantly
change the flow structures and mass-loss rates.
3.2. Photoevaporation Rates
The outgoing photoevaporative flows yield mass loss from
the system. The mass-loss rates (photoevaporation rates) are
an essential quantity that characterizes the lifetimes of the
gas component in the evolved disks. We measure the photo-
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Figure 2. Vertical profiles of physical quantities at R = 30au for the strong-EUV runs with amax = 1cm (left) and amax = 100km (right). The top
panels show density nH and temperatures of gas and dust. The middle panels show abundances of hydrogen-bearing species, and the bottom
panels show specific heating/cooling rates. In the bottom panels, solid and dashed lines indicate heating and cooling, respectively. “gr(c/h)”
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respectively.
evaporation rates by
M˙ph(rS) =
∫
S,η>0
d~S ·~vρ = 4pir2S
∫
η>0
dθ vrρsinθ (17)
η ≡ 1
2
v2 +
γc2s
γ −1
−
GM∗
r
,
where S is a spherical surface with a radius of rS. The inte-
gration is taken over only a part that has η > 0. We adopt this
measurement technique to distinguish a bound gas from an
unbound gas in an approximate manner.
The measured M˙ph reaches quasi-steady after ∼ 500yr for
all of the runs. Photoevaporation rates cumulatively increase
with increasing rS for . 50au and reaches a constant for
rS & 50au. Therefore, we derive the total photoevaporation
rates by time-averaging M˙ph after 500yr with rS = 200au.
The time-averaged total photoevaporation rates of the strong-
and weak-EUV models are shown in Figure 3 for the inner-
truncated disks at 25au. The mass-loss rates decrease by
∼ 40% varying amax from 1cm to 1m. In this range, the scale
height of the neutral region is higher with decreasing amax by
the effects of photoelectric heating (§3.1). The geometrical
cross-section of the disk is correspondingly larger to the stel-
lar EUV, and it yields a slightly higher total ionization rate
and thereby M˙ph. Although an overestimated photoelectric
heating might have yielded a large geometrical cross-section
of the evolved disks as discussed in §3.1, the effect is in-
significant in terms of M˙ph.
For amax & 10m, the dominant heating source is X-ray
heating, which is not affected by amax, in the neutral regions.
It results in the same geometrical structure of the disks over
a wide range of amax for amax & 10m. Hence, the photoevap-
oration rates are largely constant in this range. The same
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Figure 3. Time-averaged total photoevaporation rates, M˙ph(< rS =
200au), with various amax. The red and pink markers show M˙ph of
the strong- and weak-EUV models, respectively. The horizontal red
dashed line indicates M˙ph of the primordial disks for reference. The
mass-loss rates are compared with those of the evolved disks around
a solar-type star represented by the blue markers (cf. §3.4). The
horizontal blue dashed line shows M˙ph of the primordial disk. In the
legend, LF,31 and ΦE,41 are defined as LF,31 = LFUV/(1031 ergs−1) and
ΦE,41 = ΦEUV/(1041 s−1). Photoevaporation rates are quasi-steady,
i.e. they slightly fluctuate from the mean values; the error bars of
the markers indicate the root-mean-square of the fluctuation.
trend holds for other disk configurations and disk masses,
and the mass-loss rates are essentially determined by ΦEUV
(cf.Table 1; see also §3.4).
In order to compare the mass-loss rates of the evolved disks
with those of primordial disks, where grains are ISM-like, we
additionally run simulations with the same stellar parameters
but using an ISM size distribution. The resulting mass-loss
rate is of the order of 10−7 M yr−1. The mass-loss rate is
shown by the red horizontal line in Figure 3. The figure di-
rectly shows that depletion of small grains results in reducing
mass-loss rates by a few orders of magnitude even with the
same stellar parameters.
We assume a uniform gas-dust ratio within the disk in
the present work, and therefore the abundance of small dust
grains contributing to the FUV photoelectric heating declines
for larger grain sizes. In practice, the decoupling of gas and
dust, e.g. sedimentation of dust grains and ejection due to ra-
diation pressure, could also reduce the dust abundances near
the photoevaporation base. The derived photoevaporation
rates in our model are thus applicable to disks with differ-
ent Mdisk, allowing us to estimate dispersal times of the gas
component for various-mass systems.
3.3. Lifetime of the Gas Content in Evolved Disks
The measured photoevaporation rates are ≈ 2–3 ×
10−10 M yr−1 for the strong-EUV model (ΦEUV = 5 ×
1040 s−1) and≈ 1–2×10−11 M yr−1 for the weak-EUV model
(ΦEUV = 4× 1038 s−1). Since photoevaporation dominates
mass loss in the later phase of disk dispersal (e.g, Clarke et al.
2001; Alexander et al. 2006; Owen et al. 2010; Gorti et al.
2015; Kunitomo et al. 2020), our results imply that the life-
time of the gas component is primarily set by the disk mass
and the mass-loss rate in the evolved disks. We estimate the
lifetime of the evolved disks around A-type stars as
Tlife =
Mdisk
M˙ph
= 50
(
Mdisk
10−2 M
)(
M˙ph
2×10−10 M yr−1
)−1
Myr.
(18)
The lifetime is proportional to the “initial” disk mass when
the disk has lost the bulk of small grains (. 4µm). This ini-
tial disk mass is determined in a complex manner influenced
by various effects other than photoevaporation, such as accre-
tion, magnetically driven winds, grain growth, radiation pres-
sure, settling, and etc. Here, we have used Mdisk = 10−2 M
for a nominal value in Eq.(18). Such high disk mass is plausi-
ble for evolved disks at ages of∼ 10Myr while being consis-
tent with near-infrared observations of disk fractions, which
have suggested 3–6Myr for inner disk lifetimes (Kunitomo
et al. 2020).
Our results propose that the dispersal timescale of the gas
disk has been significantly extended after the system reaches
the evolved state. The mass-loss rate is of the order of
10−7 M yr−1 while small grains are present in the upper lay-
ers of the disk, and it reduces to . 10−10 M yr−1 at the point
when small grains has cleared out from the system. De-
pending on the disk mass at this point, the gas component
of evolved disks can survive for & 50Myr. It suggests that
gas can remain in old systems over a timescale of > 10Myr
as protoplanetary remnants. We present further discussions
on disk mass evolution in §4.
3.4. Dust-Depleted Disks around Solar-Type Stars
We have discussed photoevaporation of the evolved disks
around A-type stars in prior sections. In this section, we
consider a pre-main-sequence solar-type star with 1M and
2.6R for the radiation source to compare the resulting mass-
loss rates and lifetimes of the evolved disks around different
spectral types. We also run simulations with primordial disks
to compare the results.
The stellar UV and X-ray luminosities of young low-mass
stars are highly uncertain. In this study, we simply fol-
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low Gorti & Hollenbach (2008, 2009) and adopt LFUV = 5×
1031 ergs−1,ΦEUV = 0.5×1041 s−1, and LX = 2.5×1030 ergs−1.
The minimum grain size is set to amin = 1µm according to
Eq.(8). In Table 2, we compare the adopted parameters with
the A-type star model.
Table 2. Comparison of model parameters
A-type (strong-EUV) solar-type
M∗ 2M 1M
R∗ 1.88R 2.61R
L∗ 19L 2.3L
LFUV 3×1033 erg s−1 5×1031 erg s−1
ΦEUV 5×1040 s−1 5×1040 s−1
LX 1×1029 ergs−1 2.5×1030 ergs−1
amin 4µm 1µm
In the solar-type pre-main-sequence star model, the result-
ing photoevaporation rates are M˙ph ≈ 3–4× 10−10 M yr−1
(cf. Figure 3) for both of full and truncated disks, and again
M˙ph hardly depends on amax. The photoevaporation rates are
almost the same as those of the strong-EUV model for A-type
stars. Photoevaporation rates of evolved disks are essentially
determined by the EUV emission rate of the host star; disk
geometry, grain sizes, or the stellar mass does not strongly
affect resulting total mass-loss rates.
Generally, mass-loss rates are set by the EUV flux reach-
ing the ionization front for the evolved disks. It is located
at far above the midplane, and thus M˙ph is largely indepen-
dent of the disk mass. The insignificant dependence of mass-
loss rates on Mdisk has also been reported by Wölfer et al.
(2019) in the context of X-ray photoevaporation for PPDs.
We have also confirmed the insignificant dependence of M˙ph
on Mdisk or Rmin by performing simulations for a disk trun-
cated at 50au with a mass of Mdisk ≈ 10−3 M for the strong-
EUV model. The resulting photoevaporation rates are ≈ 2–
4×10−10 M yr−1.
In Figure 3, we also compare the photoevaporation rates
of the evolved disks (blue dots) and primordial disks (cyan
dashed line) for the solar-type star model. The mass-loss rate
of the primordial disk is of the order of ∼ 10−8 M yr−1 and
is higher than those of the evolved disks by about an order
of magnitude. The reduction of the mass-loss rates due to
grain depletion is also significant for solar-type stars. The
reduction is relatively small compared to A-type star cases
owing to the much smaller LFUV.
4. DISCUSSIONS
We have investigated photoevaporation of the evolved
disks around A-type stars and have compared the results with
those of the solar-type star cases. The evolved disk is mod-
eled as a gas-rich optically-thin disk where grains smaller
than amin,rem are continuously removed from the system by
the radiation pressure of the host star. FUV heating has been
found insignificant to drive photoevaporation in the evolved
disks, which extends the dispersal timescale of the gas com-
ponent compared to that of PPDs with a primordial compo-
sition. The results are valid as long as the evolved systems
sustain a grain-depleted state regardless of small grain pro-
duction by fragments of large bodies. In §4.1, we discuss
whether the evolved disks can maintain the grain-depleted
state by an order estimation. Then, we investigate the impacts
of grain depletion on the stellar type dependence of photoe-
vaporation rates and disk mass evolution in §4.2. We apply
our results to recently observed statistics of gas-rich debris
disks in §4.3. We also examine the effects of heating pro-
cesses that have not been implemented in this study on our
simulation results in §4.4.
4.1. Can Evolved Disks Maintain a Grain-Depleted State?
We have set the minimum grain size in the evolved disks
to amin,rem defined by β = 1 (cf. Eq.(8)). The adopted min-
imum grain size has been amin = 4µm for the A-type star
model and amin = 1µm for the solar-type star model, and they
are fixed throughout the simulations. However, in practice,
small grains (a < amin,rem) are produced by collisional frag-
mentation of larger bodies near the midplane and are contin-
uously (re)supplied in the vertical direction by turbulent dif-
fusion. An efficient (re)supply could even result in increasing
mass-loss rates by inducing photoelectric heating (Gorti et al.
2015).
For β > 1, grains are accelerated in the radially outward
direction by radiation force to be blown out on a timescale of
tblow ≈ 0.5(β −1)−1Ω−1.
In gas-rich disks, grains are also susceptible to gas drag. The
magnitude of dynamical coupling between gas and grains is
characterized by a dimensionless stopping time
t˜s =
√
pi
8
ρba
ρcs
Ω =
pi
2
ρba
Σexp
(
−z2/2H2
)
≈ 0.0022
(
ρb
1.4gcm−3
)(
a
1µm
)
×
(
Σ
0.1gcm−2
)−1
exp
(
z2
2H2
)
.
The nominalΣ corresponds to a surface density of a disk with
∼ 10−3 M at 30au in our model. The gas drag is more im-
portant than the radiation pressure near the midplane where
t˜s 1. We note that dust grains ejected via collisional frag-
mentation of large bodies, which have β ∼ 0, get unbound
orbits if β > 0.5 (e.g., Krivov et al. 2006), but the gas drag
damping converts them to bound orbits on the gas stopping
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time. These small grains may survive near the midplane in
gas-rich disks and would be supplied to high altitudes by tur-
bulent stirring. Nevertheless, the radiation pressure blows
out the stirred-up dust grains, which are also pushed in the
vertically upward direction for β > 1, since tblow  t˜sΩ−1 at
a high altitude (e.g. a few times the pressure scale height;
Takeuchi & Lin 2002). Therefore, high-altitude small grains
with β > 1 would be efficiently removed from the evolved
disk before (re)supplied from the midplane.
For β < 1, radiation pressure is too weak to blow out dust
grains stirred up to high altitudes by turbulent diffusion. Dust
grains are removed by gas drag on a timescale of t˜−1s Ω
−1β−1
(Takeuchi & Artymowicz 2001), which is similar to the stir-
up timescale. Hence, gas-rich disks can retain high-altitude
grains with β < 1. Note that small grains (. 1µm) con-
tribute to increase the effective opacity of the disks and FUV
photoevaporation rates at a large distance for solar-type stars
(Gorti et al. 2015).
To summarize, the evolved disks likely maintain a grain-
depleted state for β > 1 owing to an efficient vertical removal
of small grains due to the strong radiation force. In contrast,
for β < 1, removal of small grains appears to be inefficient,
and it may lead to accumulation of small grains within the
disks. In such cases, the evolved disks would fail to main-
tain a grain-depleted state. For a further detailed and very
accurate discussion, an extensive numerical study is indis-
pensable to solve the 2D advection-diffusion equation with
taking into account radiative transfer and grain fragmenta-
tion/coagulation. It is out of scope in the present study and is
left for future studies.
4.2. Disk Mass Evolution of Low- and Intermediate-Mass
Stars
Figure 4 shows β derived for icy grains composed of pure
ice, astronomical silicate, and organics adopted in this study
(Kobayashi & Löhne 2014). The value of β takes the maxi-
mum at a comparable to the peak wavelength of the stellar ra-
diation λpeak; it is constant for a λ, where the grain size is
in the Rayleigh regime and Qpr ∝ a. In the Rayleigh regime,
β is approximated to
βR ≈ 0.52
(
L∗
L
)(
M∗
M
)−1
, (19)
and is βR ≈ 10 in the A-type star model. Once the grains
are depleted in such systems, they are likely to maintain
a grain-depleted state according to the discussions in §4.1.
FUV-driven photoevaporation does not occur in the grain-
depleted disks; otherwise, mass-loss rates can be as high
as ∼ 10−7 M yr−1 (§3.2). In grain-depleted disks, EUV
drives photoevaporation with a mass-loss rate of ∼ 10−11–
10−10 M yr−1. Hence, the mass-loss rates of PPDs around A-
type stars can significantly reduce during the evolution from
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Figure 4. Magnitude ratio of radiation pressure to the host star
gravity β (top), and the momentum transfer efficiency Qpr (bottom)
for our models. The red and blue lines represent those for the A-
and solar-type models, respectively. The cyan-shaded region shows
β > 1, where radiation pressure dominates the gravity, leading to an
efficient removal of small grains. Note that Qpr scales as ∝ a for
a λpeak as guided by the black dashed line.
the primordial state to a grain-depleted state, extending the
gas disk lifetimes.
On the other hand, βR exceeds unity only in a small range
of a at∼ 0.1µm for a solar-type star and is less than unity for
a. 0.1µm (see the blue line in the upper panel of Figure 4).
It indicates that the radiation force is too weak to efficiently
remove the produced small grains, and the disks would fail to
maintain a grain-depleted state. In this case, FUV photoevap-
oration rates can remain high through the entire evolutionary
stages of the disks. In fact, Gorti et al. (2015) show that gas
disk disperses on a timescale of ∼ 1Myr by FUV photoe-
vaporation for solar-type stars, using a 1D model where dust
size evolution is incorporated with a collision-fragmentation
scheme (Birnstiel et al. 2011). We note that the radiation
force effect is not taken into account in the 1D model.
We hypothesize different evolutionary scenarios of PPD
mass depending on β as schematically depicted in Figure 5.
Mass loss is dominated by accretion and MHD-driven winds
at the early stage (Kunitomo et al. 2020). After the disk
sufficiently decreases the surface density and yields a cav-
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Figure 5. Schematic picture for our hypothesized evolutionary sce-
narios of disk mass for A-type (red; β 10) and solar-type (blue;
β < 1) central stars. Magnetic-driven winds and accretion domi-
nate mass loss at the early phase, and photoevaporation dominates
at the later phase (Kunitomo et al. 2020). Photoevaporation rates are
smaller with A-type radiation sources because of the grain deple-
tion (and/or the stellar atmospheric absorption) than with solar-type
sources. As a result, gas remains for a longer time.
ity at inner radii, photoevaporation dominates the mass loss.
If the disk has reached a grain-depleted state by radiation
force around the A-type star (β > 1), the photoevaporation
rate is significantly smaller than that around the solar-type
systems where FUV-driven photoevaporation may remain ef-
fective to yield a mass-loss rate of ∼ 10−8 M yr−1. Even the
cases where FUV photoevaporation is not effective around
solar-type stars as well, EUV-driven photoevaporation rates
of A-type stars can be an order of magnitude smaller than
those of solar-type stars owing to the absorption by stellar at-
mosphere (§2 and Figure 3). Interestingly, gas disks around
A-type stars have multiple factors to survive for a longer time
than those around solar-type stars.
4.3. Gas-Rich Debris Disks
Debris disks are the objects at the last stage of the stellar-
system formation and are observed as systems at typical ages
of 10–100Myr. They are optically thin (τ . 10−2) and have
much weaker infrared emission than PPDs, which is asso-
ciated with a little amount of small-sized grains resulting
from effects of radiation forces, stellar winds, and Poynting-
Robertson drag forces. The grains are considered to be con-
stantly produced by grinding large bodies like planetesimal
and planets rather than they are protoplanetary remnants. De-
bris disks are therefore frequently referred to as secondary
disks.
Historically, debris disks have been considered as disks
devoid of molecular gas, but recent observations have de-
tected rich gas content (e.g., CO, O I, C I, C II) in tens of
debris disks. While models that explains production of the
secondary grains are well established, the origins of the gas
component remain unknown. Namely, the gas could be both
of protoplanetary remnants and secondary products. Obser-
vations have revealed consistent spatial locations of dust and
gas contents in asymmetric disks of β Pic and Fomalhaut
(Dent et al. 2014; Matrà et al. 2017). It suggests that these gas
and dust have common origins and have likely been produced
by secondary processes. By contrast, most of axisymmet-
ric disks show non-cospatial configurations between dust and
gas (Kóspál et al. 2013; White et al. 2016; Hughes et al. 2017;
Marshall et al. 2017; Higuchi et al. 2017; Hughes et al. 2018).
These debris disks may contradict the secondary-origin mod-
els and thus possibly have origins from protoplanetary gas.
Another intriguing statistics of gas-rich debris disks is a
higher detection frequency around intermediate-mass (A-, B-
type) stars than around lower-mass (F-, G-, K-, M-type) stars
with CO, O, and C II lines for < 50Myr systems (Hughes
et al. 2018). Since the intermediate-mass stars have orders of
magnitude stronger FUV radiation, which shortens CO gas
lifetimes in debris disks, the secondary-origin models appear
inconsistent to explain the statistics. On the other hand, it can
be consistent with the primary-origin scenario if protoplan-
etary gas tends to survive longer around intermediate-mass
stars than around lower-mass stars. The primary-origin sce-
nario requires sufficiently low mass-loss rates to retain gas
disks for & 10Myr around A-type stars regardless of strong
radiation. Our hypothesis on PPD mass evolution in §4.2
(also see Figure 5) simultaneously satisfies these require-
ments. Therefore, if the gas component of gas-rich debris
disks is primary-origin, the reduced photoevaporation rates
due to a strong radiation force on small grains can be a good
explanation for the higher frequency of gas-rich debris disks
around AB-type stars.
Besides the radiation force, small grains are also depleted
by grain growth in the neutral region, and the amount of small
grains would approximately scale as ∝ (amax/0.1µm)−1/2.
For example, when grains have grown to amax ∼ 1cm, the
number of small grains reduces by a factor of 100 from the
ISM values. It results in reducing photoelectric heating effi-
ciency as in the evolved disks. Nakatani et al. (2018a,b) show
that reduced amount of grains from the ISM value (typically,
by a factor of 100–1000) results in ceasing photoevaporative
flows excited by photoelectric heating to extend the lifetimes
of disks to > 10Myr.
In conclusion, the observed high frequency of gas-rich de-
bris disks around A-type stars are overall consistent with our
reduced FUV photoevaporation model of the evolved disks.
It proposes plausibility that the gas component of gas-rich
debris disks is possible to be protoplanetary remnants. Also,
the reduced FUV photoevaporation model may explain the
observed rich gas content in the fairly aged disks (∼ 6Myr)
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around Herbig Ae/Be stars (Panic´ et al. 2008; Fedele et al.
2017; Booth et al. 2019; Miley et al. 2019).
4.4. Other Heating Processes
We have incorporated FUV photoelectric heating and pho-
toionization heating due to EUV and X-ray in our simula-
tions. Prior works have suggested other heating processes
that can be effective to PPDs. Wang & Goodman (2017)
demonstrate FUV pumping of H2 and its subsequent chemi-
cal effects to dominate heating with a strong Lyman-Werner
(LW; 11.2eV . hν . 13.6eV) radiation of the order of
1031.5 ergs−1 for PPDs around solar-type stars. Assuming
blackbody spectrum with an effective temperature of 9000K,
A-type stars have comparable LW luminosities, and therefore
the heating process can be important. The heating efficiency
depends on H2 abundance at low density layers in the neutral
region, which is essentially determined by balance of pho-
todissociation by LW photons and grain-catalyzed molecule
formation. 1 The efficiency of the latter is significantly low-
ered in the evolved disks because of a reduced total surface
area of grains. This effect can reduce the H2 abundance
and thereby heating by H2 pumping in the neutral layers.
Therefore, it is likely that incorporating H2 pumping does
not strongly change the results in the present study.
Using photodissociation region models, Grassi et al.
(2020) show effectiveness of chemical heating, which derives
from energy release due to exothermic reactions. Resulting
temperatures are of the order of 100K and are not sufficiently
high to drive photoevaporation from the neutral layers. These
heating processes might increase the temperature of the neu-
tral regions but would not contribution to mass loss. Again,
including the heating processes would not differ our conclu-
sions.
Nevertheless, we note that these heating processes are es-
sential to determine temperatures of neutral layers in PPDs
and to make detailed comparisons of disk structures between
theoretical models and observations.
5. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
We have performed radiation hydrodynamics simulations
of UV- and X-ray-irradiated evolved disks. The disks are
modeled as gas-rich, optically-thin disks where small grains
(. 4µm for A-type star cases) are assumed continuously de-
pleted by the blowing-out effect of radiation pressure. The
disk is modeled as either of a truncated disk or a full disk
1 Three-body reactions and H– process also contribute to H2 formation in
high- (nH & 108 cm−3) and low-density layers (nH . 108 cm−3), respec-
tively, but they are subdominant compared to grain-catalyzed formation
with the ISM composition (Omukai 2000). X-ray photoionization, cosmic
ray, and OH formation are also destruction processes for H2. Their destruc-
tion effects are partial; they do not turn molecular layers into fully atomic
as photodissociation by LW photons.
with Mdisk = 10−3–10−2 M. The maximum dust size has
been ranged in 104µm ≤ amax ≤ 1011µm, and the corre-
sponding visual extinction per hydrogen column density is
10−28 cm−2 . ΣV . 10−25 cm−2. The results show that grain
photoelectric heating is inefficient to drive dense photoevap-
orative flows from the neutral layers in the evolved disks
where the small grains are depleted; in the disks with a rich
content of small grains as in ISM, on the other hand, the
mass-loss rate is ∼ 10−8–10−7 M yr−1. EUV photoevapora-
tion dominates gas removal in the evolved disks. The mass-
loss rate scales with the EUV emission rate ΦEUV as M˙ ≈ 2–
5× 10−10(ΦEUV/1041 s−1)1/2 M yr−1 and does not strongly
depend on amax, Mdisk, or disk geometry. The dispersal time
of the gas component in evolved disks is set by the “ini-
tial” disk mass at the point when small grains have been
depleted from the disk. The estimated dispersal time of
the gas component is roughly ∼ 50M2Φ41 Myr, where M2
is the “initial” disk mass normalized by 10−2 M and Φ41 ≡
(ΦEUV/1041 s−1)1/2. Hence, depletion of small grains is ca-
pable of extending the dispersal timescale of the gas disk by
ceasing dense FUV-driven photoevaporative flows from neu-
tral layers.
With the radiation force of solar-type stars which is ap-
proximately an order of magnitude weaker than intermediate-
mass stars, small grains are more likely to remain in the
disk. Then, FUV photoevaporation is continuously active
throughout the evolution and can maintain a mass-loss rate of
≈ 10−8 M yr−1. In contrast, we have estimated the radiation
pressure of A-type stars sufficiently strong to deplete small
grains continuously. The evolved disks around A-type stars
likely maintain a grain-depleted state. The mass-loss rates
are determined by ΦEUV. The atmospheric absorption of A-
type stars can reduceΦEUV by orders of magnitude compared
to young low-mass stars. This effect can also result in a sig-
nificantly smaller photoevaporation rate around A-type stars
than around solar-type stars. These results indicate that gas
component of PPDs around A-type stars can survive for a
relatively long time. This trend is consistent with the higher
frequency of gas-rich debris disks around AB-type stars than
around FGK-type stars. Our results show the plausibility of
the gas component in gas-rich debris disks being protoplane-
tary remnants.
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APPENDIX
A. APPROXIMATE MODIFICATION TO
PHOTOELECTRIC HEATING RATES
The specific photoelectric heating rate of Bakes & Tielens
(1994) is given by
Γpe = 10−24 erg s−1 peGFUV
nH
ρ
, (A1)
pe =
[
4.87×10−2
1+4×10−3 γ 0.73pe
+
3.65×10−2(T/104 K)0.7
1+2×10−4 γpe
]
,
(A2)
where pe is the photoelectric effect efficiency, GFUV is lo-
cal FUV flux normalized by an average interstellar radiation
field (≈ 1.6× 10−3 ergcm−2 s−1), and γpe is a parameter de-
scribing the ratio of photoionization rates to grain recombina-
tion rates, γpe ≡ GFUV
(
T/K
)1/2 (
ne/cm−3
)−1
. BT04 adopts
amin = 3× 10−4µm and amax = 0.01µm and has found that
smaller grains (. 1.5× 10−3µm) dominantly contribute to
heating. Since our grains are larger than 1µm, corresponding
pe is expected to be lower by orders of magnitude than those
computed by Eq.(A2). In order to incorporate these reduc-
ing effects approximately in this study, we simply multiply(
amin/0.005µm
)−1/2 (
amax/1µm
)−1/2
to GFUV to be consis-
tent with Eq.(15) (Nomura et al. 2007; Gorti et al. 2015).
Technically, the coefficients of Eq.(A2) can depend on dust
size distribution. However, photoelectric heating is presum-
ably expected to be ineffective in disks where small grains
have been depleted. This rough approximation does not af-
fect the results and conclusions in this study unless it under-
estimates the heating rates by several orders of magnitude.
